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Algebras that serve as models for concurrent studying of certain aspects of both
the algebra of ordinary characters and the center of the group algebra of a finite
group have been considered by various authors. In this article we offer another
such model. The main differences between our model and the known ones are: 1.
Our model includes Brauer characters and principal indecomposable characters as
special cases. 2. Our emphasis is on the eigenvalues of the regular representation
of the algebra elements, an approach that gives results on values of characters
 .ordinary, central, Brauer, principal indecomposable as well as on their products.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Values of ordinary characters, central characters, Brauer characters, and
principal indecomposable characters are all eigenvalues of regular repre-
sentation of some underlying algebras over the field Q of rational num-
bers. The algebras are semisimple finite-dimensional commutative alge-
bras with a basis for which the structure constants are nonnegative
integers. Studying the various types of characters and conjugacy classes,
via the central characters whose underlying algebra in the center of the
.group algebra , using the preceding fact and applying nonnegative matrix
w x w xtheory, was done separately to each type of characters in 6 and 7 . The
purpose of this article is to give a unified treatment by studying regular
representations of some algebras containing bases with nonnegative struc-
ture constants. All the previously mentioned examples will be special cases.
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What we offer here is a model for concurrent study of some aspects of the
previously mentioned algebras. Models for concurrent studies of the alge-
bra of the ordinary characters and the center of the group algebra over the
 w xrationals, were considered by various authors C-algebras 12 , table alge-
w x w x w x.bras 2 , 3 , hypergroups 15 . The main differences between our model
and the known ones are: 1. Our model includes also Brauer characters and
principal indecomposable characters as special cases. 2. Our emphasis is
on the eigenvalues of the regular representation of the algebra elements,
an approach that gives results on values of characters ordinary, central,
.Brauer, principal indecomposable as well as on their products.
We first set up our basic notation. Let F be any subfield of the real
number field R and let A be a semisimple, finite-dimensional commutative
 . w xF-algebra SFCA over F for short . If u g A, then F u is defined to be the
w x  m i < 4following subalgebra of A; F u s  a u a g F, m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Noteis0 i i
 w x.that our SFCAs are all separable in the sense of 8 , because our fields
are subfields of R. Also, all our fields are obviously infinite. Thus results
w x on SFCAs from 8 can be used. The identity element of A which is known
.  4to exist is denoted by 1 . Let B s b , b , . . . , b be a basis of A. TheA 1 2 n
structure constants of B are the numbers a defined by the equations:i jk
b b s n a b . If all the structure constants of B are nonnegative reali j ks1 i jk k
numbers we say that B is a nonnegati¨ e basis of A.
A nonzero element a s n a b of A is called a nonnegati¨ e element, ifis1 i i
each a is a nonnegative real number.i
A complex square matrix M is called a nonnegati¨ e respectively, posi-
. ti¨ e matrix, if all its entries are nonnegative real numbers respectively,
.  .positive . This will be denoted by M G 0 respectively, M ) 0 . According
w x.to the Perron]Frobenius theorem 4, Theorem 1.1, p. 26 a nonnegative
matrix M has an eigenvalue which is equal to the spectral radius of M.
This eigenvalue is called the leading eigen¨alue of M and is denoted by
 . w x.r M . It is known 4, Theorem 1.1, p. 26 that a nonnegative matrix has a
nonnegative eigenvector corresponding to the leading eigenvalue.
 .We write diag a , a , . . . , a for the diagonal matrix whose main diago-1 2 n
nal entries are a , a , . . . , a .1 2 n
Let a g A, we denote by T the linear transformation T : A ª A,a a
 .defined by T c s ac for all c g A. In fact, T is the regular representa-a
tion of A. The transpose of the matrix representation of T in the basis Ba
 .   ..  .is denoted by M a, B s m a, B ; i.e., the entries m a, B are giveni j i j
n  .by the equations: ab s  m a, B b . So, B is a nonnegative basis, ifi js1 i j j
 .and only if all entries of all the matrices M b , B are nonnegative. Also, ifi
B is a nonnegative basis and a g A is a nonnegative element, then the
 .  .matrix M a, B is nonnegative. We refer to the eigenvalues of M a, B
 .also as the eigenvalues of a, for a g A. The mapping a ª M a, B is an
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 w x. walgebra isomorphism see 8, Lemma 2.1 . It is also known 8, Lemma
x.2.1 that there exists a matrix U over some extension field of F, such that
y1  .U M a, B U is diagonal for every a g A. Such a U is called a diagonaliz-
 .ing matrix of A, B .
 .Let a g A be nonnegative. We denote by r a the leading eigenvalue of
 .   .the nonnegative matrix M a, B clearly, r a does not depend on the
.  .basis B . As remarked previously, each of the matrices M a, B and
  .. t  .M a, B has a nonnegative eigenvector corresponding to r a . Our
basic assumption is that these matrices have positive eigenvectors corre-
 .sponding to r a . This assumption replaces restrictions on the structure
constants that are assumed in some of the models mentioned in the first
paragraph. One of the advantages of this assumption is that, unlike the
assumptions of other models, it holds for Brauer characters.
DEFINITION 1.1. A right-positi¨ e basis of an SFCA A over a subfield F of
R, is a nonnegative basis B , such that for every nonnegative element
 .a g A, the matrix M a, B has a positive eigenvector corresponding to
 .r a . If in addition for every nonnegative element a g A, the matrix
  .. t  .M a,B has a positive eigenvector corresponding to r a then B is
called a positi¨ e basis.
Some important properties of our algebras are listed in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 1.2. Let F be a subfield of R and let A be an FCSA o¨er F
 4with a nonnegati¨ e basis B s b , b , . . . , b .1 2 n
 . w xa There exists a nonnegati¨ e element u g A such that A s F u .
Moreo¨er, e¨ery element of A is a polynomial in u of degree less than n, with
coefficients in F. Further, assume that D is a subring of R and that F is its
field of fractions, then there exists such a u which is a linear combination of
the elements of B with nonnegati¨ e coefficients which are in D.
 .b Suppose that B is a right-positi¨ e basis. Then there exists a positi¨ e
n  .  .¨ector w g R such that M a, B w s r a w for e¨ery nonnegati¨ e element
a g A. If B is a positi¨ e basis, then there exists a positi¨ e ¨ector v g R n
  .. t  .such that M a, B v s r a v for e¨ery nonnegati¨ e element a g A. More-
o¨er, w and v are unique up to a positi¨ e scalar multiple.
  . < 4    .. t <So M a, B a g A, a nonnegative and M a, B a g A, a nonnega-
4 .  .tive , if B is positive has a unique up to a positive scalar multiple
common eigenvector corresponding to the leading eigenvalues. This en-
ables us to arrange the eigenvalues of all the matrices in the set
  . < 4M b, B b g B in an n = n matrix that has some similarities to a
character table of a finite group. This leads to the definition of the table of
 .the algebra which is modeled after the character table .
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let A be an FCSA over F with a basis B s
 4  .  .  .b , b , . . . , b . For every a g A, let a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n be an ordering of1 2 n
 .the eigenvalues of M a, B . We say that this ordering is a uniform ordering
  . < 4of the eigenvalues of all the matrices in the set M a, B a g A if the
following three conditions are satisfied:
a. The ordering is prescribed by some diagonalizing matrix U of
 .A, B , that is
Uy1M a, B U s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , for all a g A. .  .  .  . .
  .  .  .. tb. The positive vector b 1 , b 1 , . . . , b 1 is a common eigenvec-1 2 n
 .  .tor for M a, B corresponding to r a , for all nonnegative a g A.
 .  .c. The equality r a s a 1 holds for all nonnegative a g A.
The next result states that a uniform ordering exists for every FCSA
 .with a positive basis, and introduces the ``table'' X A, B of the algebra.
 4THEOREM 1.4. Let A be an FCSA o¨er F and let B s b , b , . . . , b be1 2 n
a right-positi¨ e basis of A. Then:
  . < 4a. The eigen¨alues of all the matrices in the set M a, B a g A ha¨e
a uniform ordering.
 .  .  .b. For e¨ery a g A, let a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n be the eigen¨alues of
 .  .   ..M a, B , ordered by this uniform ordering. Set X A, B s b j . Then fori
all a g A,
y1X A, B M a, B X A, B s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .c. X A, B is unique in the following sense: Let U be any matrix that
  . < 4diagonalizes all the matrices in M a, B a g A , then e¨ery column of U is a
 .scalar multiple of some column of X A, B .
Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 can be found in Section 2.
DEFINITION 1.5 with Comments. Let A be an FCSA over the field F
 4with a right-positive basis B s b , b , . . . , b . Fix a uniform ordering of1 2 n
  . < 4the eigenvalues of the matrices in M a, B a g A according to which the
 .  .  .eigenvalues of each a g A are denoted by a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . We say that
  ..A, B , a i is right-positi¨ e algebra triple. If B happens to be a positive
basis we use the term positi¨ e algebra triple.
 .   ..a. The matrix X A, B s b j , modeled after the character table,i
is called the B-table of A.
 .b. Denote by r A, B the unique positive vector with the smallest
 .component equal to 1, which is an eigenvector of M a, B corresponding
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 .to r a , for every nonnegative a g A. In fact, Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 imply
 .   .  .  .. tthat r A, B is the vector b 1 , b 1 , . . . , b 1 divided by its smallest1 2 n
component.
 .c. If B is a positive basis, let l A, B be the unique positive vector
with the smallest component equal to 1, which is an eigenvector of
  .. t  .M a, B corresponding to r a , for every nonnegative a g A. It will be
 .shown that in many cases including all our examples in the following text
 .  X  . X  . X  .. tl A, B is the vector b 1 , b 1 , . . . , b 1 divided by its component of1 2 n
X  X X X 4smallest absolute value, where B s b , b , . . . , b is some basis associ-1 2 n
 .ated with B it is defined in Section 2 .
  ..d. Let A, B , a i be a right-positive algebra triple and let a s
 . na , a , . . . , a g F be a positive n-tuple. For every a, b g A define1 2 n
nw x  .a, b s  a a i b i , where the bar means complex conjugation. It is .a is1 i
 . w xeasy to see Lemma 2.1 in Section 2 that , is an inner product.a
 .  .  .So X A, B , r A, B , l A, B are defined for every positive algebra triple,
their uniqueness is guaranteed by Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. More on
 .  .  .X A, B , r A, B , l A, B and the inner product can be found in Section 2.
We now present the examples after which the positive algebra triples are
modeled. The examples are given names, as we plan to refer to them later.
Most of the facts in the examples are easy to see, the ones who are not so
obvious are verified in Section 5. We use standard group theory notation,
w xtaken mainly from 11 .
 .EXAMPLE 1.6 OC Ordinary Characters . Let G be a finite group. The
 . set of ordinary irreducible characters of G is denoted by Irr G s x s1
4  . 1 , x , . . . , x and the collection of its conjugacy classes by Con G s CG 2 n 1
 4 4s 1 , C , . . . , C . The value of a class function w of G on each element2 n
 .   ..of the class C will be denoted by w C . Let A s Q Irr G be the algebra
 .  < < < < < < < < < < < <.generated by Irr G over Q and let a s C r G , C r G , . . . , C r G .1 2 n
 .The characters of G are the nonzero linear combinations of Irr G with
 .nonnegative integer coefficients. Next, B s Irr G is a positive basis of the
  ..  .  .   .  .  .. tFCSA A s Q Irr G with r A, B s l A, B s x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x 1 . If1 2 n
 .  .  .w g A then the eigenvalues of M w, B are the numbers w C , w C ,1 2
 .  .   ..n. . . ,w C . The character table matrix X A, B s x C is a diago-n i j i, js1
nalizing matrix for A and for every w g A we have
y1X A, B M w , B X A, B s diag w C , w C , . . . , w C . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 n
  . <So, the above ordering of the eigenvalues of the matrices in M w, B w g
4    ..  .  ..A is uniform. Thus Q Irr G , Irr G , w C is a positive algebra triple.i
w x XNext , is the usual inner product in A. Finally, in this example B s Ba
t  ..  .and M w, B s M w, B for every w g A.
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 .EXAMPLE 1.7 CC Conjugacy Classes . Staying with the group theory
 .notation of Example OC, let A s Z QG be the center of the group
 .algebra over the rationals. For every C g Con G let C be the class sum
 4of C, that is C s  x. Then B s C , C , . . . , C is a positive basis ofx g C 1 2 n
 .  < < < < < <. t  .the FCSA A. It can be seen that r A, B s C , C , . . . , C and l A, B1 2 n
 . t  .  .s 1, 1, . . . , 1 . For every C g Con G and i s 1, 2, . . . , n, let v C si
 . < <  .  .  .  .  .v C s C x C rx 1 . We write M C, B s M C, B for C g Con G .i i i
n  .  .If a s  b C is a general element of A b g Q , we set v a sks1 k k i i
n  .  .  .  . b v C . The numbers v a , v a , . . . , v a are the eigenvaluesks1 k i k 1 2 n
 .  .   ..nof the matrix M a, B for every a g A. The matrix X A, B s v Cj i i, js1
is a diagonalizing matrix for A which provides the uniform ordering of the
  . < 4eigenvalues of the matrices in M a, B a g A . In fact, for every a g A
we have
y1X A, B M a, B X A, B s diag v a , v a , . . . , v a . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 n
X2 2 2  . < <  . < <  . < <4  < <Set a s x 1 r G , x 1 r G , . . . , x 1 r G and let B s C r C , C r1 2 n 1 1 2
n< < < <4 w < < x  < <.C , . . . , C r C . Then C r C , C s d and  v C r C v C s .2 n n i i j a i j ks1 i k k j k
  .. t  y1 X.  . y1d ra . Finally M C, B s M C , B for C g Con G . Here C isi j i
the conjugacy class consisting of the inverses of the elements of C.
 .EXAMPLE 1.8 BC Brauer Characters . With the preceding notation let
 .  4Xp be a prime, let Con G s K , K , . . . , K be the set of conjugacyp 1 2 m
classes of p-regular elements of G, and let G X s Dm K be the set of allp is1 i
 .  4p-regular elements of G. Next let B s Ibr G s w , w , . . . , w be the1 2 m
set of irreducible Brauer characters in characteristic p, and let BX s
 .  4PI G s F , F , . . . , F be the set of principal indecomposable charac-1 2 m
ters of G. We regard the principal indecomposable characters as class
 .Xfunctions on G and we ignore their value which is zero on p-singularp
 .   ..elements. The algebra generated by Ibr G over Q is denoted by Q Ibr G .
 .Then B s Ibr G is a positive basis for the m-dimensional FCSA A s
  ..  .   .  .  .. t  . Q Ibr G in which r A, B s w 1 , w 1 , . . . , w 1 and l A, B s 1r1 2 m
< < .  .  .  .. t  < < < < < < < < < < < <.G F 1 , F 1 , . . . , F 1 . Set a s K r G , K r G , . . . , K r G ,p 1 2 m 1 2 m
mw x  .then F , w s d and d ra s  F K w K . The Brauer charac- .i j a i j i j i ks1 k i k j
 .ters are the nonzero linear combinations of Ibr G with nonnegative
 .integer coefficients. If w g A, then its eigenvalues are the numbers w a ,1
 .  . w a , . . . , w a and the diagonalizing matrix which is the Brauer charac-2 m
.  .   ..mter table X A, B s w K provides a uniform ordering. Finallyi j i, js1
Xt  ..  .M w, B s M w, B for every w g A.
 .EXAMPLE 1.9 PI Principal Indecomposables . Here the FCSA is A s
  ..  .  .   ..m  .Q PI G , the positive basis is PI G , X A, B s F K , r A, B si j i, js1
 < < .  .  .  .. t  .   .  .  .. t1r G F 1 , F 1 , . . . , F 1 , and l A, B s w 1 , w 1 , . . . , w 1 .p 1 2 m 1 2 m
The rest of the properties can be read from the previous example.
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w  .  .x < <  < < X.Remark. Note that r A, B , l A, B s G respectively, G in exam-p
 .ples OC and CC respectively, BC and IP . Also in the examples we get
Xt  ..  .that M w, B s M w, B for every w g A, a fact that is true in a more
 .general setting see Section 2 . Other common facts of all the four
examples are the formulas,
ndi jX Xb , b s d ; s b i b j , for all i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. .  .i j i j k ka a i ks1
These ``orthogonality relations'' are also true in a general setup see
.Section 2 .
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we prove the
preceding two theorems and we give some further basic facts on FSCAs
with nonnegative and positive bases. In Section 3, we introduce the notion
of the kernel of elements of A, we define intersections of kernels that are
.called normal subsets and multiplication-closed subsets of B , and we
discuss quotient structures. In Section 4, notions connected to kernels like
. faithfulness are related to notions of nonnegative matrix theory like
.irreducibility and primitivity . Also in Section 4 we use nonnegative matrix
theory to obtain results on powers and eigenvalues of algebra elements, as
well as a result connecting multiplication-closed subsets of B to normal
subsets. In Section 5 we apply the results obtained to the four special cases
presented previously and we see how to obtain uniformly, results on
powers and values of their elements, as a consequence of our general
approach. Here are two examples of such applications.
APPLICATION. Let G be a finite group.
 . <  . <  <  m.41. Let x g Irr G be faithful. Then Z G s g.c.d m 1 g Irr x .
< X <2. Let C be a conjugacy class that generates G. Then G: G s
 < m4g.c.d m 1 g C .
3. Let w be an irreducible faithful Brauer character in characteristic p,
 .of G. Then the number of p-regular classes in Z w is equal to g.c.d
 <  m.4   .  < <  . <  .4Xm 1 g Irr w here Z w s x g G w x s w 1 .p
APPLICATION. 1. Let x be an ordinary character of the finite group G
 2ha¨ing exactly m distinct ¨alues. If x is faithful then Irr 1 q x q x
my 1.  .  .  m2ym q2 .  .q ??? qx s Irr G and if Z x s 1, then Irr x s Irr G .
2. Let C be a conjugacy class of the finite group G and let m be the
  .  . <  .4number of elements in the set x C rx 1 x g Irr G . If C generates G,
 4 2 my1then G s 1 j C j C j ??? j C , and if C generates G and G is perfect
then G s C m2y2 mq2.
The statement on BC is similar and can be found in Section 5.
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES, ASSOCIATED BASES, AND
SELF-CONJUGATE BASES
In this section we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, and we discuss further
properties of FCSAs with a positive basis.
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a subfield of R and let A be an FCSA o¨er F with
 4a nonnegati¨ e basis B s b , b , . . . , b . Let U be a diagonalizing matrix for1 2 n
 .  .A, B . For each a g let a i , i s 1, 2, . . . , n be the eigen¨alues of a ordered
as dictated by U, that is
Uy1M a, B U s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . .  .  .  . .
Then:
 .a For e¨ery c, d g A, a g F and i s 1, 2, . . . , n the following holds
c q d i s c i q d i ; ac i s ac i ; cd i s c i d i . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .b Let c, d g A. If c i s d i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n, then c s d.
 . w xc Let a be a positi¨ e n-tuple, then , is an inner product.a
 .Proof. a. The map a ª M a, B is linear. Thus,
Uy1M ac q d, B U .
s U y1 aM c, B q M d , B U .  . .
s aUy1M c, B U q Uy1M d , B U .  .
s a ? diag c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n q diag d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
s diag ac 1 q d 1 , ac 2 q d 2 , . . . , ac n q d n . .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .Because the map a ª M a, B is multiplicative we obtain
Uy1M cd, B U s Uy1M c, B U ? Uy1M d , B U .  .  .
s diag c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ? diag d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
s diag c 1 d 1 , c 2 d 2 , . . . , c n d n . .  .  .  .  .  . .
b. Here
M c, B s U diag c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n Uy1 .  .  .  . .
s U diag d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n Uy1 s M d , B . .  .  .  . .
 . w x.But the mapping a ª M a, B is an isomorphism 8, Lemma 2.1 , so
c s d.
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w x w xc. The linearity of , follows from part a. It is clear that a, ba a
w x w x w x  .  .s b, a and that a, a G 0. Finally if a, a s 0, then a i s 0 s 0 ia a a
for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n. So a s 0 by part b.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let U be a diagonalizing matrix for A, B . For
 .each a g A let a i , i s 1, 2, . . . , n be the eigenvalues of a ordered as
y1  .   .  .  ..dictated by U, that is U M a, B U s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n .
w x w xBy Theorem 1.1 of 8 , there exists ¨ g A such that A s F ¨ , and the n
eigenvalues of ¨ are distinct. Because ¨ s n a b with a g F : R, weis1 i i i
can write ¨ s ¨ y ¨ , where ¨ , ¨ are nonnegative elements of A. Choose1 2 1 2
 .  ..   .  ..a natural number m such that m / ¨ i y ¨ j r ¨ j y ¨ i for every2 2
 .  .  .pair i, j for which ¨ i / ¨ j . Then define ¨ s ¨ q m¨ . By Lemma2 2 3 2
 .  .  .2.1 we get ¨ k s ¨ k q m¨ k for k s 1, 2, . . . , n. Clearly, ¨ is non-3 2 3
negative.
For a general F we set u s ¨ . If F is the field of fractions of D we can3
n  .write ¨ s  g rb b , with g , b nonnegative elements of D. Set3 is1 i i i i i
b s  n b . Then b is a positive element of D so that u s b ¨ is a linearis1 i 3
combination of the elements of B with nonnegative coefficients in D. We
w x w xnow show that A s F u . By Theorem 1.1 of 8 it suffices to show that
 .  .  .  .u i / u j for all i / j. Assume that u i s u j for some i, j with i / j.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Then ¨ i s ¨ j . It follows that ¨ i q m¨ i s ¨ j q m¨ j . Be-3 3 2 2
 .  .  .  .cause i / j we have that ¨ i / ¨ j and therefore ¨ i / ¨ j and2 2
  .  .   .  ..consequently m s ¨ i y ¨ j r ¨ j y ¨ i , contrary to the choice of2 2
 .  .m. Hence, u i / u j for i / j and thus every element of A is of the form
s a ui, with a g F and a / 0. However, as 1, u, u2, . . . , un are linearlyis0 i i s
dependent over F, we can choose s with s - n. This proves part a.
Suppose that B is a positive basis, there exist two positive vectors
n  .  .w, v g R such that w is an eigenvector of M u, B with respect to r u
  .. t  .and v is an eigenvector of M u, B with respect to r u . Let a g A,
ny1 i  .then a s  a u for some a g F. As the mapping a ª M a, B is bothis0 i i
 . ny1  . ilinear and multiplicative we get that M A, B s  a M u, B . Henceis0 i
 .   .. tw is an eigenvector of M a, B and v is an eigenvector of M a, B .
 .   .. tSuppose that a is nonnegative, then M A, B and M a, B are nonneg-
wative matrices. Because w and v are positive vectors, it follows from 4,
x.1.12, p. 28 that w and v correspond as eigenvectors to the eigenvalue
  ..   .. t.  .r M a, B s r M a, B s r a . If B is assumed to be only right-
positive, the existence of w is proved exactly as in the B positive case.
 .Next we show the uniqueness of w and v. Recall that r u is a simple
 .eigenvalue that is, of algebraic multiplicity equal to 1 . So the eigenspace
 .   .   .. t.of r u with respect to both M u, B and M u, B is of dimension
 .equal to 1. Let w respectively, v be a positive common eigenvector1 1
 .  .    .. t.corresponding to r a of M a, B respectively, M a, B for all non-
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 .  .negative a g A. Then w respectively, v is an eigenvector of M u, B1 1
   .. t.  .  .respectively, M u, B corresponding to r u . Thus w respectively, v1 1
 .is a scalar multiple of w respectively, v . This proves part b.
Remark. Suppose in Theorem 1.2a, that 1 g B. Let s be a positiveA
<  . <integer with s ) u i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Set w s u q s ? 1 . Then w isA
 .  .  .a nonnegative element and w i / 0 for all i by Lemma 2.1 . As u i /
 .  .  . w xu j for i / j, we get that w i / w j for i / j. By Theorem 1.1 of 8 , we
w xhave that A s F w . This fact will be used later.
w xProof of Theorem 1.4. This is a consequence of 8 . Let V be a
 .diagonalizing matrix for A, B . For each a g A set
Vy1M a, B V s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . .  .  .  . .
  .. w xAlso let X s b j . Now Theorem 2.3 of 8 implies thati
Xy1M a, B X s diag a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , for all a g A. .  .  .  . .
  .  .  .. tThen the positive vector v s b 1 , b 1 , . . . , b 1 is a common eigen-1 2 n
 .vector for all M a, B . If a g A is an arbitrary nonnegative element of A,
 .  . then M a, B G 0, and so v must correspond to the eigenvalue r a see
w x.  .  .  .4, 1.12, p. 28 . However, as v corresponds to a 1 , we get r a s a 1 .
w xThis proves parts a. and b. Part c. is Corollary 2.7 of 8 .
 .We mention the following mostly obvious properties of the B-table.
  ..PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple with
 4   ..B s b , b , . . . , b , and let X s b j be the B-table of A. Then:1 2 n i
a. X is nonsingular.
b. The sum of the elements in any row of X is a nonnegati¨ e real
number.
c. If a g A is nonnegati¨ e then the elementary symmetric functions in
 .  .  .a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n are real numbers.
<  . <  .  .d. If a g A is nonnegati¨ e, then a i F a 1 s r a for all i s
1, 2, . . . , n.
e. If B is a positi¨ e basis, then the first column of X is the only
nonnegati¨ e column of X.
w x.Proof. Part a. follows from 8, Corollary 2.4 . The sum s of the
elements of the ith row of X is the sum of the eigenvalues of b . So s isi
 .the trace of the nonnegative matrix M b , B , and part b. follows. Thei
 .  .  .elementary symmetric functions in a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n are up to a sign, the
 .coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the real matrix M a, B , so
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 .  .part c. follows. Part d. follows from the definition of r a s a 1 . Part e. is
 .proved in Section 4 it seems to us appropriate to state it here .
We record the following property of FCSAs.
  ..PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple. Let
 .  .  .  .c, d g A and suppose that whene¨er c i s c j for some i, j then d i s d j
also holds. Then d is a polynomial in c with coefficients in F.
w xProof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.2 of 8 .
Next we set up some further notation we are grateful to Harvey Blau,
.who suggested this .
  ..DEFINITION 2.4. Let A, B , a i be a right-positive algebra triple with
 4 n  .B s b , b , . . . , b , and let a g F be a positive n-tuple. Let C s C a1 2 n
w x .   ..be the inverse matrix of the matrix Y s b , b . Then C s c a isi j a i j
  ..called the Cartan matrix of A, B , a , a i . We show later that in fact
w x . X n  .b , b is invertible. For every i s 1, 2, . . . , n define b s  c a b .i j a i js1 i j j
X  X X X 4Then B s b , b , . . . , b will be called the associated basis of B. Whena . 1 2 n
a is fixed we write BX s BX .a .
w x . XWe show next that in fact b , b is invertible and that B si j a a .
 X X X 4  .b , b , . . . , b is a basis of A not necessarily nonnegative ``orthogonal'' to1 2 n
B. By definition, Y s Y U and so C s CU.
  ..THEOREM 2.5. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple with
 4  .B s b , b , . . . , b , and let a s a , a , . . . , a be a positi¨ e n-tuple.1 2 n 1 2 n
Then:
w x . Xa. The matrix Y s b , b is in¨ertible, and B is a basis of A.i j a a .
w X xb. b , b s d for 1 F i, j F n.i j a i j
Xn  .c.  b i b j s d ra for 1 F i, j F n. .ks1 k k i j i
w x .n   ..n w xProof. a. Set Y s b , b and X s b j . Because b , bi j a i, js1 i i, js1 i j a
n t .s  b s a b s , we get that Y s X ? D ? X , where D s .ss 1 i s j
 .diag a , a , . . . , a . By Proposition 2.2, X is nonsingular and because1 2 n
each a is positive, we get that Y and hence C is nonsingular. Next,i
X . n  .  .  .  X ..nb j s  c a b j by Lemma 2.1 , so that Z s b j s CXi ss1 i s s i i, js1
 X ..n w xand consequently, b j is nonsingular. Now, Corollary 2.4 of 8i i, js1
implies that BX is a basis of A.a .
b. With the same notation as in part a., we have
nX t tb , b s Z ? D ? X s CXDX s CY s I , as claimed. .i j i , js1a
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t tc. From part b we get Z ? D ? X s I so D ? X ? Z s I. Taking the
Xn .  .j,i th entry from both sides we get  a b j b i s d from which .ss1 j s s ji
claim c. follows by exchanging i with j and taking complex conjugates.
The previous formulas translate to the known formulas in our examples
of the Introduction.
  ..DEFINITION 2.6. Let A, B , a i be a right-positive algebra triple. Then
B is called self-conjugate if for every b g B there exists an element
 . b g B such that b i s b i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n, here b i is the .  .
 ..complex conjugate of b i . By Lemma 2.1b., b is unique.
  ..LEMMA 2.7. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple, where B is
self-conjugate. Then:
a. For e¨ery a g A, there exists a unique element a g A, such that
 .a i s a i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n. .
b. If a is a nonnegati¨ e element, then so is a.
 4 nProof. Set B s b , b , . . . , b . Write a s  b b , where b g F. Let1 2 n is1 i i i
n  .a s  b b , then by Lemma 2.1a., we have a i s a i for all i s .is1 i i
1, 2, . . . , n. Also Lemma 2.1b. implies that a is unique. Furthermore, if a is
 < 4nonnegative, then b G 0 for all i and as B s b 1 F i F n , we see that ai i
is nonnegative as well.
  ..COROLLARY 2.8. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple in
 4which B s b , b , . . . , b is self-conjugate. Let a be a positi¨ e n-tuple and1 2 n
set BX s BX . Then:a .
Xt .  .a. for e¨ery a g A, we ha¨e M a, B s M a, B . In particular, if .
Xt  ..  .a is a nonnegati¨ e then M a, B s M a, B .
 .b. Suppose that B is a positi¨ e basis. Then l A, B is the ¨ector
 X  . X  . X  .. tb 1 , b 1 , . . . , b 1 di¨ ided by its component of smallest absolute ¨alue.1 2 n
 .  . nProof. a. Write M a, B s m , so ab s  m b . Theoremi j i ks1 i k k
X Xnw x  .  .2.5b implies that m s ab , b s  a a s b s b s . So m s .i j i j a ss1 s i j ji
X X Xn  . w x a a s b s b s s ab , b . Again Theorem 2.5b. implies that ab s .  .ss1 s i j i j a i
X Xn  . m b so m s m a, B .ks1 k i k ji i j
w x  X  .b. Let u g A be nonnegative such that A s F u . Set l s b 1 ,1
X  . X  .. t   ..  X ..b 1 , . . . , b 1 , X s b j , and Z s b j . Then Z s CX where C is2 n i i
the Cartan matrix, which is the transpose of the transition matrix from B
X Xt t  ..   ..to B . As M u, B and M u, B are matrix representations of the
same linear transformation with respect to B and BX respectively, we get
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X y1 .  .that M u, B s CM u, B C . Now,
bX 1 b 1 .  .1 1
Xb 1 b 1 .  .2 2X X y1M u , B ? l s M u , B s CM u , B C ? C .  .  .. .. .. . 0  0Xb 1 b 1 .  .n n
b 1 bX 1 .  .1 1
Xb 1 b 1 .  .2 2s C ? u 1 s u 1 s u 1 l. .  .  .. .. .. . 0  0Xb 1 b 1 .  .n n
X t .   ..  .Thus l is an eigenvector of M s M u, B s M u, B by part a. , with
 .  .  .respect to the eigenvalue u 1 . However, as M G 0, u 1 is real so u 1 s
 . w x.u 1 . The eigenvalues of M are distinct 8, Theorem 1.1 so the eigenspace
 .of u 1 has dimension 1. It follows that l is a scalar multiple of the positive
 .   ..vector l A, B which is also an eigenvector of M with respect to u 1 .
Now claim b. follows.
3. KERNELS, CLOSED SETS, NORMAL SUBSETS,
AND QUOTIENTS
We start with following basic definitions and notation.
  ..DEFINITION 3.1. Let A, B , a i be a right-positive algebra triple over
 4 nthe field F with B s b , b , . . . , b . Let a s  a b be a general1 2 n is1 i i
 .element of A. The set of irreducible constituents of a, denoted by Irr a , is
 .  < 4defined by Irr a s b a / 0 . The elements of B will be called irre-i i
 .  <  .  .4ducible elements. The set Ker a s i a i s a 1 will be called the kernel
 .  < <  . <  .4of a and the set z a s i a i s a 1 will be called the generalized kernel
 4of a. A faithful element is an element whose kernel is equal to 1 and a
 4superfaithful element is an element whose generalized kernel is equal to 1 .
 4A normal subset of 1, 2, . . . , n is a subset which is an intersection of
kernels of elements of B. The co¨ering number of a, which is denoted by
 .  m.cn a is the smallest positive integer m such that Irr a s B. If no such
 .m exists, cn a is defined to be infinity. Finally a subset C of B is called a
 .closed subset if Irr c c : C for every c , c g C. Note that being faithful1 2 1 2
or superfaithful is independent of the choice of the basis B. Note also that
 .  .m a, B / 0 if and only if b g Irr ab .i j j i
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The properties of kernels, closed sets, faithful, and superfaithful ele-
ments are discussed in this section.
  ..PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e algebra triple o¨er
 4the field R with B s b , b , . . . , b . Then1 2 n
a. Let a s n a b be a nonnegati¨ e element of A, with F 2 a G 0,is1 i i i
 .   . < 4then Ker a s F Ker b a ) 0 .i i
 4b. Let N be a subset of 1, 2, . . . , n . The N is a normal subset if and
only if N is the kernel of some nonnegati¨ e element of A.
  . < 4  4c. F Ker b 1 F i F n s 1 .i
 .  .d. Let a , a be nonnegati¨ e elements of A. Then Ker a l Ker a1 2 1 2
 .  .: Ker b for e¨ery b g Irr a a .1 2
 4  <e. Let N be a normal subset of 1, 2, . . . , n . Then the set b g B N :
 .4Ker b is a closed subset of B.
<  . <  .Proof. Because of the uniform ordering we know that a i F a 1 for
all nonnegative a g A.
k   . <a. Let a s  b b with b ) 0 for 1 F j F k. If s g F Ker b jjs1 j i j i jj
4  .  .s 1, 2, . . . , k , then b s s b 1 for j s 1, 2, . . . , k and by Lemma 2.1 wei ij j
 . k  . k  .  .get a s s  b b s s  b b 1 s a 1 and consequently s gjs1 j i js1 j ij j
 .  .Ker a . Conversely, let s g Ker a , then
k
a 1 s a 1 s a s s b b s .  .  .  . j i j
js1
k k
F b b s F b b 1 s a 1 . .  .  . j i j ij j
js1 js1
So all the preceding inequalities, are in fact equalities. It follows that the
 .complex numbers b s , 1 F j F k all have the same argument, say u . Thusi j
Ã Ã .  . <  . <b s s exp iu ? b s , for 1 F j F k, i being the square root of y1. Soi ij j
k k
Ãa 1 s a s s b b s s exp iu b b s . .  .  .  . . j i j ij j
js1 js1
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 .  . k <  . <As a 1 / 0, both a 1 and  b b s are real and positive, so thatjs1 j i jÃ .  . <  . <exp iu s 1. Hence b s s b s , is nonnegative for 1 F j F k. Finally,i ij j
k k
b s F b 1 , and a 1 s a s s b b s F b b 1 s a 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  . i i j i j ij j j j
js1 js1
 .  .   . <imply that b s s b 1 for 1 F j F k. Thus s g F Ker b j si i ij j j
41, 2, . . . , k .
k  .b. From part a. it follows that N s F Ker b if and only ifjs1 i j
 k .N s Ker  b and the claim follows.js1 i j
w xc. By Theorem 1.2 there is a nonnegative u g A with A s F u . By
w x  .  .  .  4Theorem 1.1 of 8 u 1 / u i for 2 F i F n so that Ker u s 1 . Writing
u s n b b with nonnegative b g F we get, using part a.,is1 i i i
< <  4F Ker b 1 F i F n : F Ker b b ) 0 s Ker u s 1 , 4  4 .  .  .i i i
as claimed.
 .  < 4  .  .d. Let Irr a a s b 1 F j F k and let s g Ker a l Ker a .1 2 i 1 2j
 . .  .  .  .  .Lemma 2.1 implies that a a s s a s a s s a 1 a 1 so that1 2 1 2 1 2
<s g Ker a a s F Ker b 1 F j F k : Ker b , for all 1 F j F k . .  .  . 51 2 i ij j
 <  .4e. Set C s b g B N : Ker b and let a , a g C and c g1 2
 .  .  .  .Irr a a . Part d. implies that N : Ker a l Ker a : Ker c . So C is a1 2 1 2
closed set.
At this point, the intersection of the kernels of the elements of a proper
 4  .closed set can be 1 . We will see Theorem 4.4 , using nonnegative matrix
theory, that if B is positive and contains 1 , the intersection is always notA
 4  .1 . This implies Theorem 4.4 that there is a one-to-one mapping from
 4  4proper closed subsets of B onto non- 1 normal subsets of 1, 2, . . . , n .
 .   ..DEFINITION 3.3 with remarks . Let A, B , a i be a right-positive
 4algebra triple over the field F, where B s b , b , . . . , b . Let N be a1 2 n
 4normal subset of 1, 2, . . . , n . The algebra generated by the closed set
 <  .4  4C s b g B N : Ker b is denoted by A_ N. Set C s b , b , . . . , b .i i i1 2 kÄ ÄWe use the notation A for A_ N and elements of A are denoted by tildes.
If a is a linear combination of the elements of C , it is both an element of
Ä ÄA and of A. When considered as an element of A, a is denoted by a. ForÄ
 .  .example, the matrix M a, B is an n = n matrix, while M a, C is a k = kÄ
Ämatrix. A will be called a quotient algebra of A.
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 .We need the following notation for a n = n matrix M s m and ai j
 4subset a of 1, 2, . . . , n : the submatrix of M based on the indices in a is
 .  .  .  4denoted by M a ; that is M a s m where a s a , a , . . . , a .a , a 1 2 ri j
The next theorem describes the basic properties of quotients.
  ..THEOREM 3.4. Let A, B , a i be a right-positi¨ e triple algebra o¨er the
 4  <field F and let N be a normal subset of 1, 2, . . . , n . Set C s b g B N :
 .4Ker b . Then:
Äa. A s A_ N is a FCSA o¨er the field F with C a right-positi¨ e basis.
 .b. Let a g A. Then the set of eigen¨alues of M a, C is a subset of theÄ
 .  .set of eigen¨alues of M a, B . Moreo¨er, e¨ery nonzero eigen¨alue of M a, B
 .is an eigen¨alue of M a, C .Ä
c. Assume that 1 g B , and let a g A be nonnegati¨ e. Then a is aÄA
 .faithful element of ArKer a .
d. If B is a positi¨ e basis of A then C is a positi¨ e basis of ArN.
 .Proof. As C is a closed set Proposition 3.2 , C generates a FCSA
subalgebra of A for which C is a nonnegative basis. Write B s
 4  4b , b , . . . , b and C s b , b , . . . , b . Let x , x , . . . , x be the columns1 2 n i i i 1 2 n1 2 k
 .of the B-table X A, B of A. Then
t
x s b l , b l , . . . , b l , and .  .  . .l 1 2 n
M a, B x s a l x , for all a g A and 1 F l F n. .  .l l
 .  .nLet a be an element in ArN and set M a, B s m . Let b g C ,i j i, js1 i j
then ab is a linear combination of elements of C and hence m s 0 fori i , sj j
 4   .  .every s f i , i , . . . , i and for every 1 F j F k. Set x s b l , b l ,Ä1 2 k l i i1 2
 .. t  .  .k  .. . . , b l . It follows that M a, C s m and that M a, C x sÄ Ä Äi i , i r , ss1 lk r s
 .a l x for 1 F l F n. Moreover, x , which is a positive vector, is a eigenvec-Ä Äl 1
 .  .tor for the matrix M a, C corresponding to a 1 . Now, if a is anyÄ
 .  .nonnegative element of A_ N, both M a, B and M a, C are nonnegativeÄ
 .matrices. Consequently, x must be an eigenvector of M a, C correspond-Ä Ä1
 .   ..  .  . w x.ing to r a s r M a, C , so that r a s a 1 4, 1.12, p. 28 . It followsÄ Ä Ä
that C is a right-positive basis of ArN, which proves part a.
 4  .  .  .Let l g 1, 2, . . . , n . From M a, C x s a l x we get that if a l is notÄ Ä Äl l
 .  .an eigenvalue of M a, C , then x s 0. This means that b l s 0 for allÄ Äl
b g C. However, as a is a linear combination of the elements of C ,
 .Lemma 2.1 implies that a l s 0. Thus, every nonzero eigenvalue of
 .  .M a, B is an eigenvalue of M a, C . This argument also shows thatÄ
 .a l / 0 implies that x / 0. We will need this in the proof of part c.Äl
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 4  .Let s be a permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n such that s r s i for 1 F r F kr
 .and let P be the corresponding permutation matrix. Then M a, B iss
similar, via P , to a matrix of the forms
M a, C 0 .Ä
M s  /M M1 2
where 0 is a zero matrix and M , M some matrices. Thus the characteris-1 2
 .  .tic polynomial of M a, C divides that of M a, B , and consequentlyÄ
 .  .the eigenvalues of M a, C are also eigenvalues of M a, B . This provesÄ
part b.
 .To prove claim c., we let a g A be nonnegative and N s Ker a . We
use the notation as in the proofs of the first two parts, for this special N.
By part a. of the current theorem, Theorem 1.2 and the remark following
its proof, we know that there exists a nonnegative w g ArN such that
w x  .ArN s F w and such that the matrix M w, C has k distinct nonzeroÄ
 .  .eigenvalues. As the eigenvalues of M w, C are eigenvalues of M w, B ,Ä
 .  .  .  .we know that the distinct k eigenvalues of M w, C are w s , w s , w sÄ 1 2 k
 .  .for some indices s , i s 1, 2, . . . , k. We have seen that r w s w 1 . So onei
 .of the s s is equal to 1. Since w s / 0, we get that x / 0 for i s 1, 2,Äi i s i
 .. . . ,k see remark at the first paragraph of the proof of part b. . Let
 .Y be the matrix whose columns are x , x , . . . , x . From M w, C x sÄ Ä Ä Ä Äs s s l1 2 k
 .  < 4  .w l x , we get that x 1 F i F k is a set of eigenvectors of M w, C cor-Ä Ä Äl s i y1  .responding to distinct eigenvalues. In particular Y M w, C Y sÄ
  .  .  .. w xdiag w s , w s , . . . , w s . Because ArN s F w we get that1 2 k
y1  .   .  .  ..   .  . .Y M a, C Ysdiag a s , a s , . . . , a s recall that M a, C x sa l x .Ä Ä Ä Ä1 2 k l l
 .  .To show that a is a faithful element of ArN, we assume that a s s a 1Ä i0
for some i , and we show that s s 1. Recall that w g ArN so w sÄ0 i0k  .  .  .  . g b , with g g F. Note N s Ker a : Ker b , so b s s b 1 forrs1 r i r i i i ir r r 0 r
 . k  . k  .all r s 1, 2, . . . , k. It follows that w s s  g b s s  g b 1 si rs1 r i i rs1 r i0 r 0 r
 .  .w 1 . However, as the w s s are distinct, we must have that s s 1, asi i0
desired.
We now prove claim d. We take a nonnegative a g ArN and we showÄ
  .. t  .  .that M a, C has a positive eigenvector corresponding to r a s a 1 .Ä Ä
Consider the matrix
M a, C 0 .Ä
M s m s .i j  /M M1 2
described previously. Since a is nonnegative both as an element of A and
.  .of ArN , the matrix M a, B is nonnegative. By assumption, B is a
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 .   .. tpositive basis and hence both M a, B and M a, B have positive
 .  .  .eigenvectors corresponding to r a s a 1 . However, as M and M a, B
are similar via permutation matrix, M is also nonnegative and both M and
t  .  .M have positive eigenvectors corresponding to r a s a 1 .
 .Define the graph of M, G M as the directed graph on the vertices
1, 2, . . . , n where an edge leads from i to j if and only if m / 0.i j
w xFollowing 4, p. 39 , we say that i has an access to j if there is a path from i
 .to j. Note that a path of length l exists from i to j if and only if the i, j th
l w x.entry of the matrix M is nonzero 13, Corollary 3.1, p. 78 . For every l
l D 0 l1 .   ..the matrix M has the form , where D s M a, C , 0 is a zeroÄD D 12 3
matrix and D an n y k = n y k matrix. So if i is between 1 and k, then i3
can have access only to indices between 1 and k.
 w x.Next we say the index i communicate with the index j see 4, p. 39 if i
has an access to j and j has access to i. Clearly, communication is an
w xequivalence relation. Denote by i the equivalence class of the index i,
w x  4where 1 F i F k. By the previous paragraph we have that i : 1, 2, . . . , k .
 4 w x w x w xIt follows that 1, 2, . . . , k s j j j j ??? j j is a union of equiva-1 2 s
lency classes of indices j , where 1 F j F k. We now use Theorem 3.14,a a
w x  .p. 41 of 4 see also pp. 39]41 to get that M is similar via a permutation
 .matrix to a diagonal block matrix: diag A , A , . . . , A , D . Here A s1 2 s a
w x.  .M j for a s 1, 2, . . . , s. This means that M a, C is permutationallyÄa
 .similar to the matrix L s diag A , A , . . . , A and M is permutationally1 2 s
L 0 .similar to .0 D
It follows that M t is permutationally similar to
Lt 0H s .
t /0 D
Because M t has a positive eigenvector, H as one too, call it v. The first k
t   .. tcomponents of v form a positive eigenvector of L . Finally M a, C isÄ
t   .. tsimilar via a permutation matrix to L so M a, C has a positiveÄ
 . w x.eigenvector which must correspond to r a 4, 1.12, p. 28 . This proves c.
4. NONNEGATIVE MATRICES, PRODUCTS, AND
EIGENVALUES OF ELEMENTS
The theory of nonnegative matrices will be used next, we will need the
following definitions.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let M be a nonnegative matrix. Then M is called
C 0 .reducible if it is permutationally similar to a matrix of the type , whereD E
C and E are square matrices and 0 is a zero matrix. An irreducible
nonnegati¨ e matrix is one that is not reducible. If M is an irreducible
matrix then then index of cyclicity of M is defined to be the number of
 .eigenvalues of M whose absolute value is equal to r M . The matrix M is
called a primiti¨ e matrix if there exists a positive integer m such that
M m ) 0. The smallest such m is called the index of primiti¨ ity of M and is
 .denoted by g M .
  ..THEOREM 4.2. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple o¨er the field F,
 4with B s b s 1 , b , . . . , b . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e element of A. Then1 A 2 n
 .  .a. If Irr a s B , then Irr ab s B for all b g B.
 .  .b. M a, B ) 0 if and only if Irr a s B.
 .c. The element a is faithful if and only if M a, B is an irreducible
 .nonnegati¨ e matrix. In this case the cyclicity index of M a, B is equal to
<  . <z a .
 .d. The element a is superfaithful if and only if M a, B is a primiti¨ e
  ..  .  .matrix. In this case g M a, B s cn a . So cn a is finite if and only if a is
superfaithful.
 . nProof. a. Suppose that Irr a s B. Then a s  b b with F 2 b ) 0is1 i i i
 .for 1 F i F n. Let b g B. We need to show that Irr ab s B. Suppose the
 .contrary. Then there exists a b g B such that b f Irr ab . Becausek k
n  .  .ab s  b b b and b ) 0 for all i, we get that b f Irr b b s Irr bbis1 i i i k i i
n  .for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Recall that bb s  m b, B b , so thati rs1 i r r
 .m b, B s 0 for all i. It follows that the k th column of the matrixi k
 .   .. tM b, B is zero so that the k th row of M b, B is zero. Now, a matrix
with a zero row cannot have a positive eigenvector corresponding to a
positive eigenvalue. This contradicts the positivity of the basis B
 .  .  .b. If Irr a s B , then Irr ab s B for all b g B by part a. and soi i
 .  .  .M a, B ) 0. Conversely, suppose that M a, B ) 0. Then Irr a s
 .  .Irr a ? 1 s Irr ab s B.A 1
 .  .c. If a is faithful, r a is a simple eigenvalue of the matrix M a, B .
 .   .. tSince B is positive, both M a, B and M a, B have, each, a positive
 . w x.eigenvector corresponding to r a . Now 4, 3.15, p. 42 implies that
 .  .M a, B is an irreducible nonnegative matrix. Conversely, if M a, B is an
 .  .irreducible nonnegative matrix then r a is a simple eigenvalue of M a, B
w x.by the Perron]Frobenius theorem 4, 1.4, p. 27 , thus a is faithful. The
<  . <statement on z a follows from the definitions.
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d. Suppose that a is superfaithful. Then a is faithful and part c.
 .  .implies that M a, B is an irreducible nonnegative matrix. Also r a )
<  . < w x.  .a i for i ) 1. By 4, 1.7. p. 28 , M a, B is primitive. Conversely, if
 . w x.  .  . <  . <M a,B is primitive, 4, 1.7, p. 28 implies that r a s a 1 ) a i for
i ) 1, which means that a is superfaithful. To prove the statement con-
 .cerning cn a , let m be a positive integer. The following two statements
 .  m.  .m  m .are equivalent by part a. : i. Irr a s B; ii. M a, B s M a , B ) 0.
Now the statement follows.
Proof of part e. of Proposition 2.2. We use Theorem 1.2 to obtain a
w xnonnegative element u g A such that A s F u . The first column v of X is
 .  .a positive eigenvector of u corresponding to the eigenvalue u 1 s r u .
w x  .By Theorem 1.1 of 8 , u 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the nonnegative
 .  .matrix M u, B so every eigenvector corresponding to u 1 is a scalar
 .multiple of v. The positivity of B and Theorem 4.2c. imply that M u, B is
an irreducible nonnegative matrix. However, as X is nonsingular, v is the
 .only column of X which is an eigenvector of M u, B corresponding to
 .  .u 1 . Because each column of X is an eigenvector of M u, B , and as
 .  w x.nonnegative eigenvectors must correspond to u 1 see 4, 1.4b, p. 27 , v is
the unique nonnegative column of X.
The following corollary is the Brauer]Burnside theorem, generalized for
positive algebra triples.
  ..THEOREM 4.3. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension n
o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e faithful element of A1 A
and suppose that a has exactly m distinct eigen¨alues. Then
Irr 1 q a q a2 q ??? qamy 1 s Irr a q a q a2 q ??? qam s B . .  .
 .Proof. Because a is faithful M s M a, B is an irreducible matrix
 .Theorem 4.2c. . As M is diagonalizable, m is the degree of the minimal
w x. my 1 ipolynomial of M. Now, 4, 2.3, p. 29 implies that both  M andis0
m M i are positive matrices. Thus,is1
M 1 q a q a2 q ??? qamy 1 , B .A
2 my1s I q M a, B q M a, B q ??? q M a, B ) 0. .  .  . .  .
 2 my1.Now Theorem 4.2b. implies that B s Irr 1 q a q a q ??? qa . TheA
second equality follows similarly.
Remark. If a in Theorem 4.3 is not assumed to be faithful, then
Irr 1 q a q a2 q ??? qamy 1 s Irr a q a q a2 q ??? qam .  .
<s b g B Ker a : Ker b . 4 .  .
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This follows from Theorems 4.3 and 3.4, that implies that a is a faithfulÄ
 .  <  .  .4element of ArKer a for which b g B Ker a : Ker b is a positive
basis.
  ..THEOREM 4.4. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension n
o¨er the field F with b s 1 .1 A
 4  4  <a. If N / 1 is a normal subset of 1, 2, . . . , n , then b g B N :
 .4ker b is a proper closed subset of B.
 .   . <b. Let C be a proper closed subset of B. Then N C s Fker c c g
4  4C / 1 .
w <  .4c. The mapping N ª b g B N : ker b is a one-to-one mapping
 4  4from the collection of non- 1 normal subsets of 1, 2, . . . , n onto the collec-
tion of proper closed subsets of B.
 4  4d. In the abo¨e correspondence 1, 2, . . . , n corresponds to 1 .A
 <  .4   . < 4Proof. a. Set C s b g B N : ker b . Then Fker c c g C = N /
 41 . Proposition 3.2c. now implies that C cannot equal to B.
 .  .  .b. Let a s  c. By Proposition 3.2a., ker a s N C . If N C scg C
 4  s.1 , then a is faithful. Let b g B y C , then by Theorem 4.3, b g Irr a
 s.for some positive integer s. Because C is closed, Irr a : C so that
b g C , a contradiction.
c. Let Clos be the collection of proper closed subsets of B , and let
 4  4Nor be the collection of all non- 1 normal subsets of 1, 2, . . . , n . Define
 .  <  .4f : Nor ª Clos by f N s b g B N : ker b . Part a. implies that the
image of f is in Clos. We show that f is one-to-one. Let L g Nor. We
  ..show that N f L s L which implies injectivity of f. Since L is normal,
  . < 4  .L s F ker d d g D for some D : B. So D : f L . It follows that
  . < 4   . <  .4   ..   ..L s F ker d d g D = F ker b b g f L s N f L so L = N f L .
 .  .   . <  .4   ..But L : ker b for all b g f L , so L : F ker b b g f L s N f L .
  ..Hence N f L s L.
 .   ..Let C g Clos, by part b. N C g Nor. So if we show that C s f N C ,
 .  .we get that f is onto. Clearly, N C : ker b for all b g C so that
 <  .  .4   ..   ..C : b g B N C : ker b s f N C . Suppose that C / f N C , then
 .  .  .N C : ker b for some b g B y C. Let a s  c. Then N C scg C
 .ker a and from the previous corollary and the remark following it, we get
 s.  s.that b g Irr a for some positive integer s. Because C is closed, Irr a :
  ..C so that b g C , a contradiction. Thus C s f N C for C g Clos, as
claimed.
 4.  .  .d. Let b g f 1, 2, . . . , n , then b i s b 1 for 1 F i F n and so
 .  .M b, B is similar to the matrix b 1 I, where I is an identity matrix. Thus
 .  .  .M b, B s b 1 I and in particular b s b ? 1 s b ? b s b 1 ? 1 . But theA 1 A
only scalar multiple of 1 in B is 1 itself, thus b s 1 .A A A
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The next series of results deal with consequences on powers and
eigenvalues of faithful and superfaithful elements. All were proved before,
separately for characters and classes. The proofs are similar to the ones
w x w xused in 6 and 7 to prove the special cases. However, there are better
 .  .bounds on cn a here than in the special cases see Corollary 4.7 .
  ..COROLLARY 4.5. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension
n o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e faithful element of A.1 A
Then:
<  . <  <  m.4a. For e¨ery b g B we ha¨e: z a s g.c.d m b g Irr ba .
<  . <  <  m.4b. z a s g.c.d m 1 g Irr a .A
 m.  mq 1.c. If 1 g Irr a l Irr a for some positi¨ e integer m, then a isA
superfaithful.
 .d. If b g Irr ab for some b g B , then a is superfaithful.
Proof. Clearly, claims b., c., and d. follow from claim a. So we prove
 .  .claim a. For a nonnegative c g A we denote by G c s G c, B the
directed graph whose vertices are 1, 2, . . . , n where an edge leads from i to
 .  .j if and only if m c, B ) 0. By Theorem 4.2 M a, B is an irreduciblei j
<  . <nonnegative matrix with index of cyclicity equal to z a . A circuit of
 .length m exists through the vertex i if and only if the i, i th entry of
  ..m  m .M a, B s M a , B is nonzero. This is equivalent to saying that a
 .  m .loop i.e., a circuit of length 1 through i exists in the graph G a , B .
Thus a circuit of length m exists through the vertex i if and only if
 m . w xb g Irr a b . Now Theorem 2.30, p. 35 of 4 implies thati i
m<z a s g.c.d m there is a loop in G a , B through i 4 .  .
< ms g.c.d m b g Irr b a . 4 .i i
  ..COROLLARY 4.6. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension
n o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e faithful element of A1 A
<  . <  . n  .  .  .  .and assume that h s z a / 1. Let s a s  a i , s a s  a i a j ,1 is1 2 i- j
 .  .  .  .  . n  .s a s  a i a j a k , . . . , s a s  a i be the elementary sym-3 i- j- k n is1
 .  .  .metric functions in a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . Then
a. For e¨ery i such that i q h y 1 - n, at least h y 1 of the following
 .  .  .h numbers are zero, s a , s a , . . . , s a .i iq1 iqhy1
 .  .b. s a s a s 0 for all i - n.i iq1
Ã2p i r h  .c. For each l, 1 F l F n, there exists j, 1 F j F n such that e a l
 .s a j .
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  ..h   . <  .4d. The set of h distinct hth roots of a 1 is equal to a i i g z a .
 .  .  .e. The set of nonzero elements of the sequence a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n can
be partitioned into subsets of size h each, the sum of the elements of each
subset is zero.
 .Proof. By Theorem 4.2 M a, B is an irreducible nonnegative matrix
<  . <  .with index of cyclicity equal to z a . Let p x be the characteristica
 .  .polynomial of M a, B . The s a s are, up to a sign, the coefficients ofi
 . m1 m2  .p x . Let x and x be two consecutive terms in p x with nonzeroa a
w x.coefficients, then 4, 2.27, p. 34 implies that m y m is a multiple of h.1 2
Now part a. follows. Part b. follows from part a. Parts c. and d. follow from
w x.  .4, 2.20, p. 32 . To show part e., let k be an index such that a k / 0. Set
Ã2p i r h. s  . < 4B s e a k s s 0, 1, 2, . . . , h y 1 . By part c. all elements of B arek k
 .nonzero eigenvalues of M a, B . Clearly, the sum of the elements of B isk
zero and the collection of the B s is the required partition.k
  ..COROLLARY 4.7. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension
n o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e superfaithful element1 A
of A with exactly m distinct eigen¨alues. Then
 m2y2 mq2 .a. Irr a s B.
 .b. Suppose that for all i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n, b g Irr ab holds if and onlyi j
 .  2 my2 .if b g Irr ab holds. Then Irr a s B.j i
 .  3my3.c. If a i is real for i s 1, 2, . . . , n, then Irr a s B.
   ...2    ...2d. If real a i G imaginary a i for 1, 2, . . . , n, then
 3my3.Irr a s B.
 .Proof. By Theorem 4.2d., the matrix M a, B is a primitive matrix with
 .primitivity index equal to cn a . Note that m is the degree of the minimal
 .  .polynomial of M a, B . Let G c be the graph as defined in the proof of
 .Corollary 4.5. Let g be the minimal length of a circuit in G a . Lemma 2
w x  .  . .of 10 implies that cn a F g q 1 m y 1 .
w xa. This follows from 14 .
 .b. Clearly M a, B has no zero row, so every main diagonal entry of
  ..2  2 .  2 .M a, B s M a , B is positive so that G a has a loop through every
w x  2 my2 .   ..2 .my 1vertex. By Lemma 1 of 10 , we have that M a , B s M a, B
is a positive matrix. The result now follows from Theorem 4.2d.
c. This is a special case of part d.
 .  .d. Let a 1 s l , l , . . . , l be the real eigenvalues of M s M a, B .1 2 s
If m is a complex eigenvalue, then so is m, as M has real entries. Denote
by m , m , m , m , . . . , m , m the complex nonreal eigenvalues of M. So the1 1 2 2 l l
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22 s 2 l 2 .trace of M is  l q  m q m . Next, for i s 1, 2, . . . , n we haveis1 i is1 i i
2 2 22 2m q m s 2 real m s 2 real m y imaginary m G 0. .  . .  . . .  /i i i i i
2  2 .As l / 0, we get that the trace of M is positive which means that G a1
has at least one loop. Thus g F 2 and the result follows.
  ..COROLLARY 4.8. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension
n o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e faithful element of A1 A
n  .with exactly m distinct eigen¨alues. Assume that  a i ) 0, thenis1
 2 my2 .  n  . .Irr a s B. Recall that in general  a i is always nonnegati¨ e .is1
 .Proof. Theorem 4.2 implies that M a, B is an irreducible nonnegative
 . wmatrix and our assumption is that the trace of M a, B is positive. By 4,
x.  .2.28, p. 34 , M a, B is primitive. Using the notation of the previous proof
 .  .we have here that g s 1 and that cn a F 2 m y 1 .
  ..COROLLARY 4.9. Let A, B , a i be a positi¨ e algebra triple of dimension
n o¨er the field F with b s 1 . Let a be a nonnegati¨ e faithful element of A1 A
<  . <and assume that h s z a / 1. Then there is a partition B s B j B1 2
j ??? j B into pairwise disjoint subsets B , 1 F i F h, with the followingh i
properties:
a. If b g B , theni
B , if i - h ,iq1 hIrr ab : and Irr a b : B . .  . i B , if i s h ,1
 .b. For e¨ery i s 1, 2, . . . , h there exists a positi¨ e integer m i such that
 hm i. .for e¨ery b g B we ha¨e that Irr a b s B .i i
 < <4c. Set m s min B . Then the number of of indices i such thati i
 .a i s 0 is at least n y hm.
Proof. The proof is rather technical and because it is similar to the
w xproofs of the special cases in 7 , we omit it.
5. APPLICATIONS
We next relate the notation and the results of the previous sections to
the four examples of the Introduction. Then we state the applications
which are direct translations of the results of the previous section to the
special cases.
In the examples in the following text, we use the group theoretical
 .notation introduced in the examples of the Introduction OC, CC, BC, PI .
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  ..To distinguish between kernels of algebra elements Ker u and of
 .characters of groups they are not the same we denote the kernel of a
 .character u by ker u ; Similarly, the generalized kernel of u is denoted by
 .Z u .
Remarks on the Facts in the Examples 1.6]1.9.
 .OC and CC Examples 1.6 and 1.7 . The fact that
y1X A, B M w , B X A, B s diag w C , w C , . . . , w C , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 n
w x   .. w x.is proved in 5 . As here M u , Irr G s ux , x it is clear thati j
t   ...   ..M u , Irr G s M u , Irr G for every u g A. The rest of the facts
mentioned in Example 1.6 now follow. All the facts mentioned in Example
w x.1.7 are either shown in 7, Proposition 3.3 and its proof, or are easy
consequences of it and the orthogonality relations.
 .BC and PI Examples 1.8 and 1.9 . Let w be a Brauer character and let
X be the Brauer character table. The fact,
Xy1M w , B X s diag w K , w K , . . . , w K .  .  .  . .1 2 m
w x w xis proved in 7, Proposition 2.5 . The formulas F , w s d and d ra si j a i j i j i
m  . w x. F K w K are known 9, Theorems 60.3 and 60.4, pp. 367]368 . .ks1 k i k j
X . w x w x  .From this it follows that m w, B s ww , F s wF , w s m w, Bi j i j a j i a ji
 .   .. tnote that all inner products in these equalities are real , so M w, B s
X .M w, B . The rest of the facts of Example 1.8 now follow. The ones in
Example 1.9 are shown in the same way.
  ..EXAMPLE 5.1 OC. The nonnegative elements of Q Irr G includes all
 .characters. So let u be a character of G. Irr u is the set of the irreducible
 .  4  .constituents of u . Next Ker u s i , i , . . . , i if and only if ker u s C1 2 k i1
 4j C j ??? j C . A set j , j , . . . , j is a normal set if and only ifi i 1 2 l2 k
C j C j ??? j C is a normal subgroup of G. A set is closed if and onlyj j j1 2 l
if it is the collection of all irreducible characters of some factor group this
fact is a consequence of the Brauer]Burnside theorem, it is not used in
.  .  4our proof of the Brauer]Burnside theorem . Further z u s i , i , . . . , i1 2 k
 .if and only if Z u s C j C j ??? j C . Clearly, u is faithful as ani i i1 2 k
  ..element of Q Irr G if and only if it is faithful in the usual sense.
  ..Similarly, u is superfaithful as an element of Q Irr G if and only if
 .  4 <  . <Z u s 1 . If u is faithful, then its index of cyclicity is equal to Z u .
 .EXAMPLE 5.2 CC. The nonnegative elements of Z QG are the linear
combinations with nonnegative coefficients of the class sums. Let U s Ci1kj C j ??? j C be a normal subset of G. Denote U s  C . Soi i js1 i2 k j
 .  4Irr U s C , C , . . . , C . Let C be a conjugacy class and let C be itsi i i1 2 k
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 .  4   :.class sum. Then Ker C s a , a , . . . , a if and only if Irr Gr C s1 2 m
 4  :x , x , . . . , x . In particular C is faithful if and only if G s C . Also,a a a1 2 m
 4  4the set a , a , . . . , a is normal if and only if x , x , . . . , x s1 2 m a a a1 2 m
 .Irr GrK for some normal subgroup K of G. A set of class sums
 4C , C , . . . , C is closed if and only if C j C j ??? j C is a normali i i i i i1 2 k 1 2 k
 :subgroup of G. Suppose now that C is faithful, namely, that G s C .
<  . <  .The index of cyclicity z C of C is the number of x g Irr G such that
<  . <  .x C s x 1 . So
 :z C s x g Irr G C : Z x s x g Irr G G s C : Z x 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
s x g Irr G x 1 s 1 . 4 .  .
X<  . < < <So z C s G: G for a faithful C. In particular C is superfaithful if and
 : Xonly if C s G s G .
  ..EXAMPLE 5.3 BC. The nonnegative elements of Q Ibr G includes all
 .Brauer characters. So let f / 1 be a Brauer character of G. Irr f is the
set of all the irreducible constituents of f. Clearly f is faithful if and only
 .  .  .Xif f K / f 1 for all K g Con G and in this case the index of cyclicityp
<  . < <  . <  .4 <Xof f is equal to K g Con G f K s f 1 .p
The PI example and applications are left to the reader.
We now state some straightforward consequences of the results of the
previous section.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let G be a finite group and let x be an ordinary
character of G, ha¨ing exactly m distinct ¨alues.
 .  2a. Brauer]Burnside If x is faithful then Irr 1 q x q x q ???
my 1.  .qx s Irr G .
 .  m2ym q2 .  .b. If Z x s 1, then Irr x s Irr G .
 .  .c. If Z x s 1 and either x is real or  x C ) 0, thenC g ConG.
 2 my2 .  .Irr x s Irr G .
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.3 and Corollaries 4.7 and 4.8. We
  ..comment that if x is real then M x , Irr G is symmetric, so the assump-
2 my2 .  .tion of Corollary 4.7b. is satisfied, so that Irr x s Irr G .
COROLLARY 5.5. Let G be a finite group and let C be a conjugacy class of
  .  . <  .4G. Let m be the number of elements in the set x C rx 1 x g Irr G .
 .  4 2 my1a. Garrison If C generates G, then G s 1 j C j C j ??? j C .
b. If C generates G and G is perfect then G s C m2y2 mq2.
c. Assume that C is generates G and G is perfect. If either C is a real
class or contains a commutator, then G s C 2 my2.
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Proof. Parts a. and b. follow from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.7. If C
y1  .is real then C s C and from the last two sentences Example 1.7 CC we
 .  . get that m C, Con G / 0 if and only if m C, Con G / 0 here .  .i j ji
.Con G is the set of the class sums of the conjugacy classes of G . Now .
the assumption of Corollary 4.7b. is satisfied, so G s C 2 my2. If C contains
  .  . <  .4  w x.a commutator then  x C rx 1 x g Irr G ) 0 see 11, p. 45 so
2 my2  .again G s C by Corollary 4.8 .
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G be a finite group, let p be a prime, and let f be a
Brauer character of G in characteristic p. Let m be the number of distinct
¨alues of f.
 .  2a. Brauer]Burnside . If f is faithful then Irr 1 q f q f q ???
my 1.  .qf s Ibr G .
 .  <  .  . .b. If Z f s 1 namely, f g / f 1 for all p-regular elements of G ,
 m2ym q2 .  .then Irr f s Ibr G .
Proof. It follows from the results of the previous section.
Remark. The smallest positive integer n such that C n s G for all
 4  . non- 1 conjugacy classes of G, is denoted in the literature by cn G if
.  n.  .such n exists . The smallest positive integer n such that Irr x s Irr G
 .  4  . for all x g Irr G y 1 is denoted in the literature by ccn G if such n
.  .   ..exists . It is known that cn G respectively, cc G exists if and only if G is
a finite nonabelian simple group. The best known general upper bounds
4 2 .   . 4  .for a simple group G are cn G F min 0.5k k y 1 , k , and ccn G F9
 2 .  w x.0.5 k y 1 , where k is the number of conjugacy classes of G see 1, p. 4 .
Clearly, m F k and in most cases m - k. If m is sufficiently smaller than
 .k e.g., m F 0.6k , then better bounds follow from Corollaries 5.4 and 5.5.
The following three applications are direct consequences of Corollaries
w x w x4.5 and 4.6. They were all proved for each case in 6 and 7 . Here they
have a unified proof.
COROLLARY 5.7. Let G be a finite group and let x be a faithful character
 4of G. Let C s 1 , C , . . . , C be the conjugacy classes of G. Then:1 2 k
 . <  . <  <  s.4a. For e¨ery u g Irr G we ha¨e that Z x s g.c.d s u g Irr ux ,
<  . <  <  s.4and Z G s g.c.d s u g Irr ux if x is irreducible.
<  . <  <  s.4 <  . <  <b. Z x s g.c.d s 1 g Irr x , and Z G s g.c.d s 1 gG G
 s.4Irr x if x is irreducible.
 s.  sq1.  .c. If 1 g Irr x l Irr x for some positi¨ e integer s, then Z xG
  . .s 1 Z G s 1 if x is irreducible .
 .  .  .   .d. If u g Irr xu for some u g Irr G , then Z x s 1 Z G s 1 if
.x is irreducible .
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<  . <  . k  .  .e. Assume that h s Z x ) 1 and set s x s  x C , s x1 is1 i 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .s  x C x C , s x s  x C x C x C , . . . , s x si- j i j 3 i- j- l i j l k
k  . x C . Then for e¨ery i such that i q h y 1 - k, at least h y 1 of theis1 i
 .  .  .following h numbers are zero: s x , s x , . . . , s x . In particular,i iq1 iqhy1
 .  .s x s x s 0 for all i - k.i iq1
COROLLARY 5.8. Let G be a finite group and let C be a conjugacy class
 .  4that generates G. Set Irr G s x s 1 , x , . . . , x . Then:1 G 2 k
< X <  <a. For e¨ery conjugacy class D of G we ha¨e: G: G s g.c.d s D :
s4DC
< X <  < s4b. G: G s g.c.d s 1 g C .
c. If 1 g C s l C sq1 for some positi¨ e integer s then G is perfect.
d. If D : DC for some conjugacy class D, then G is perfect.
 .  .  .e. Let s C , s C , . . . , s C be the elementary symmetric functions in1 2 k
< <  .  . < X <the numbers C x C rx 1 , i s 1, 2, . . . , k and assume that h s G: G ) 1.i i
Then for e¨ery i such that i q h y 1 - k, at least h y 1 of the following h
 .  .  .  .  .numbers are zero: s C , s C , . . . , s C . In particular s C s Ci iq1 iqhy1 i iq1
s 0 for all i - k.
COROLLARY 5.9. Let G be a finite group, let p be a prime, and let f be a
 4faithful Brauer character of G in characteristic p. Let K s 1 , K , . . . , K1 2 m
m Xbe the p-regular conjugacy classes of G and K s D K the set of allp is1 i
.  .p-regular elements of G . Further, let z f be the number of p-regular classes
 < <  . <  .4Xin the set g g K f g s f 1 . Then:p
 .  .  <  s.4a. For e¨ery u g Ibr G we ha¨e z f s g.c.d s u g Irr uf .
 .  <  s.4b. z f s g.c.d s 1 g Irr f .G
 s.  sq1.  .c. If 1 g Irr f l Irr f for some positi¨ e integer s, then z fG
s 1.
 .  .  .d. If u g Irr fu for some u g Ibr G , then z f s 1.
 .  . m  .  .e. Assume that h s z f ) 1 and set s f s  f K , s f1 is1 i 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .s  f K f K , s f s  f K f K f K , . . . , s f si- j i j 3 i- j- l i j l k
m  . f K . Then for e¨ery i such that i q h y 1 - m, at least h y 1 of theis1 i
 .  .  .following h numbers are zero: s f , s f , . . . , s f . In particulari iq1 iqhy1
 .  .s f s f s 0 for all i - m.i iq1
w x w xFew others results from 6 and 7 that were proved separately for OC,
CC, and BC can be deduced from the results of Section 4, we do not
restate them here.
Concluding Remark. There are other issues concerning algebras like
the ones considered here that are worth studying. Examples of such issues
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are: One can assume that the structure constants are integers, one can
study linear elements these are elements whose leading eigenvalue is
.equal to 1 and one can study duality in the form discussed in other such
models.
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